Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#3 - True Science Facts and Ancient Prophecy
Hundreds of true science facts across the history of mankind
were collected in Babushka egg concept books with added
Pearls by a retired, successful German inventor-scientist. He
attempted to match modern knowledge with ancient prophecy
recorded in the Bible.
In Pearl #270 he showed how our global society is on the path
to terminate all life on earth with hi-technology linked to a
divinely designed destiny now in conflict with the Creator
ELOHIM. Like a coin has two sides, most religious theologians
should have given a warning from the Torah-Bible but loved
money more than truth. Being scantily educated in science, they
should not be used as an excuse. I blame atheistic universities
suppressing tons of knowledge. Luckily, young people on
YouTube now verify Truth.
They refused to be brainwashed in unscientific lies to believe
the biggest cover-up deception now seeing satellites hanging on
balloons to fake NASA space travel. In many videos they
illustrate how fraud is produced in Hollywood studios skilled in
movie graphics, including NYC 9/11 assumed events, which
fooled most profit-oriented theologians, too. They also cannot
be trusted because they teach many false denominational
dogmas not changed since the Middle-Ages. I cannot fathom
how greatly free energy, invented 100 years ago by Tesla and
von Hoffmann, could have benefitted 7 billion people. Why it is
still suppressed and ignored worldwide? It is damaging
permanently our fast collapsing environment toward extinction.
They are brainwashed by a favored monkey fairy tale painted
on most science museums walls to show their DNA ignorance.
I discovered recently that the 7000-year Daniel calendar Table
needed a 1.8-year correction because the Hebrew calendar was
screwed up, which changed the Babushka projections
postulated to ending in 2015. Calculating exponential earth
wobbles since Noah’s Flood in 2288 BC with a desk calculator
is not good enough. Only a Google science calculator can verify
11 times 6 digits after the dot to revise a prophecy dating, Pearls
#276 and #777. Thus, Bible prophecy dates were calculated
from solstice to solstice using five world calendars that needed
to be corrected and unified to confirm the Apocalypse birth
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pangs projected 14 years ago on Solstice 2008-2015. Checking
again across Daniel’s 7000-year cycle, the corrected fudge
factor of 1.8 years is added to Julius Caesar’s 21 December 2012.
Atheistic scientists are still confused and ignorant of
exponentially declining earth axis wobbles, thus they theorized
2 BC, 4 BC or 6 BC and many more. Pick your biased opinion.
None have a reference believing in stupid fairy tales. No wonder
CERN blew up on the first try. Check my expert reason: it will
widen your knowledge horizons, read some pearls to have fun.
When adding a 1.8 years to solstice 21 December 2015, with an
Adar-II correction of 1 year, 9 months, 18 days, one arrives at
21 September 2017 - Rosh Hashana + 18 days = Sukkot Feast of Tabernacle. It is linked to the Armageddon judgment.
Some Israeli survivors will collect a billion dead bones for seven
(7) months, stacked up to a pyramid and used later as a
monument for future generation to remember YHWH Wrath.
The dead bodies represent the global New World Order system
and corrupted Christian Church, not being a witness for God,
then judged for messing up God's Word with profit-oriented
denominational false dogmas preached for hundreds of years.
Seven months later, the survivors of Israel (perhaps 20 May
2018) will lay the foundation stone for the new library museum
duplicated like Enoch-Gaza pyramid on a raised Jerusalem
mountain between the two springs forming large rivers to
benefit a flourishing agriculture export industry. Prophesied by
confused theologians, the Third Temple will never be built.
Pearl #247, as the (Ezek. 40) description is not a Temple.
Babushka Pearl #174 postulates a different purpose structure
when linked to science.
A Christian church together with their Summit Prophecy club
will perish like Noah's unbelieving relatives still ignoring
science Jonah-II projections. God’s Kingdom will arrive when
the pilot decided to wait, thus overwriting a schedule dated
Solstice 5778 to start a new civilization governed by a divine
management to suppress EVIL. No more wars will be possible.
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